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gION

personal
iew of
hristmas

are entering one of the more sacred
of the year. Across so many cultures
next two weeks are adorned with dozoccasions, festivals and religious obces representing a myriad of belief
ms.
There’s a pattern to be seen
in this. And it points to things
which are intrinsically human
among us. But also, exploration
of these various traditions can
lead to valuable insights about
where we each fit within the
ngelo
pantheon of world spiritual belief.
ng
Christmas, to me, is the recon of the birth of a spiritual master
teachings I happen to follow most
. There are several others I look to for
ation as well, but his I tend to perceive
rticularly clearly defined example of
tive practice of raising the vibration of
anet through our actions.
m less focused on the birth of a Savior
traditionally observed sense, as much
m focused upon someone who taught
actice through which we might save
ves. That he might be the savior of huy for reasons celestial in nature, I can’t
with, for, or against.
re’s obviously more to the story and
gy of Jesus Christ than a simple life
ce. Narrowing a focus to the teacher
s teachings does leave out considerof the miraculous as well as the munwhich it is not my intention to negate.
on the teachings themselves, nearly
ne can agree they are wise and useful.
ancient lessons on forgiveness, comn, hospitality, nonresistance, empowt and gratitude are meant to build
s and strengthen communities rather
ct as excuses to tear them apart by
ocusing on theological differences.
e the teachings themselves prescribe a
life intended to help us be in good reship with one another, out of mutual
t and religious diplomacy, it’s preferafocus on the teachings. Everything else
respected as articles of personal faith
need not be proven to one another in
or the teachings to function. I personlieve in many of them, or at least hold
he possibility, but it’s not my place to
hat anyone else does.
e I am glad Jesus was born and lived, I
Christmas. Since the vast majority of
ristmas culture around me celebrates
particular fashion, I take pleasure in
raditions just like many people. I love
y decorations and the traditional mud, of course, the intention toward chard hospitality during the season. I just
e also to be sure not to forget that there
onoring of wisdom to be observed as
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Merrimack is back
Theater
returns with
‘Holly Fudge’

By Prudence Brighton
Correspondent
LOWELL » Merrimack

Repertory Theatre is open again
after nearly two years in the
dark, and Artistic Director
Courtney Sale commissioned a wonderfully relatable holiday comedy to
mark its return.
”The Rise and Fall of Holly Fudge” explores the stress
that everyone seems to feel
when family comes together
for the holiday season.
But this production has a
few timely twists on traditional family disputes as it
reunites a mother and
daughter separated by a
continent and a culture
changing more rapidly on
the West Coast than the East
Coast, especially in Brockton, where the play is set.
It is Christmas 2020 so
the COVID-19 pandemic has
the nation on edge and upset about quarantines, family separations and social
justice protests. And social
justice protests are, in some
ways, a character in the play.
The four actors’ performances are excellent, blending comedy with the changes that the pandemic has
forced on us all.
Carol, played by Merrimack Repertory Theatre
veteran Karen McDonald, is
busily decorating her home
in anticipation of her
daughter Holly’s return
from Seattle. Christmas is
the season in which Carol
gets to shine. She makes
batches of Holly fudge to
share with friends and coworkers, and she has won
blue ribbons for her confection.
As she decorates, she
chats with her friend Chris,
played by Milicent Wright,
and speculates that Holly
may be in a new relationship. Chris says she doesn’t
want to pry, but then asks
Carol why she thinks that.
A flustered and anxious
Carol says, “Just little
things.” Chris responds,
“Like what?” Carol answers,
“She’s a private person. …
What’s with this word
‘queer?’”
Then the phone rings. It’s
Holly (Kristian Espiritu),
who tells her mother she’s
bringing her partner, Jordan (Eliza Martin Simpson),
home with her for Christmas.
“Why is this Jordan so
available on Christmas,
doesn’t he have family?”
Carol asks. “Oh, I see. When

cOuRtesy OF megHan mOORe

milicent Wright, left, and Karen macdonald appear in ‘the Rise and Fall of Holly Fudge’ at merrimack Repertory theatre.
“Hanukkah” is like Christmas for Jews, she warns.
Then follows a funny sequence of scenes in which a
Greek chorus, of sorts, protests outside a neighbor’s
house, “No justice, no
peace.” Holly complains to
her mother about naming
her fudge after her.
Carol wants to know why
Holly says she is queer, not
lesbian.
Carol and Chris engage in
a slapstick altercation. Holly and Jordan meanwhile
have a verbal argument that
nearly ends their relationship.
The Greek chorus gets
louder. The reason for the
protest is unknown until
Jordan storms out of the
house to join them.
In the end, of course, all is
right with Carol and Chris’s
friendship and with Holly
and Jordan’s relationship.
“The Rise and Fall of Holly Fudge” runs through
Dec.19 at Liberty Hall. Video-on-demand performanccOuRtesy OF megHan mOORe es of “The Rise and Fall of
Karen macdonald, left, and Kristian espiritu star in ‘the Rise
Holly Fudge”will be availand Fall of Holly Fudge’ at merrimack Repertory theatre.
able from Dec. 20-Jan. 4.
Welcome back, Merridid you tell me about her? “ thus she is available for mack Repertory Theatre,
Jordan is also Jewish, and Christmas. But don’t say and happy holidays!

though I center myself in this faith
on, I love learning about other tradirom other faiths.
e you ever looked into how other
celebrate at this time of the year?
he exact reason why the birth of Jesus
brated this week. It’s not because he
orn at this time. But Jesus’ birth was
d appropriate to be celebrated at the
f the returning light.
cept Christmas for what it has become,
ll honor it for the purpose of its presn the liturgical calendar. And because
time of the year I do need to be red of the birth of light in the world. It’s
December 18, 2021 11:31 am (GMT -5:00)
f dark around here
right now.
honoring the teacher, I am rememberDrEAM INTErPrETATION
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